Workshop Working in Germany’s Industry

After looking for job offers, writing applications and taking part in job interviews, you may finally receive a positive answer from a company. In this workshop you will get to find out everything about the employment contract, general conditions and other legal guidelines when in work, for example the number of holidays you are entitled to and your hours of work. A specific focus is given to salaries which also includes research tips and a calculation sheet. The final part gives you an overview of the current situation regarding work permits and their conditions.

To start working successfully you need be familiar with the cultural standards. In the afternoon we will discuss the typical German way of working and what will be expected from you, as well as the typical behavior of your German colleagues. We will find out why things are done in a certain way and which advantages these cultural stands have but also which conflicts may occur. Moreover there will be time to reflect and analyze your own experiences with the German culture.

Overview

- Working conditions and salaries
- Work permit regulations & conditions
- Typical cultural standards at work

Target group: PhD and Master candidates from Natural and Life Sciences
Date: 12.01.2018 ; 9:30 a.m. (s.t.) - 4:45 p.m.
Venue: CITEC room 2.015, Bielefeld University
Trainer: Heidi Störr I Trainer Push Your Career
Registration: until 22.12.2017 via this registration form on the website of the career service